Abstract. In this paper we prove a topological nonrealizability theorem: certain classes of graded BP * -modules are shown to never occur as the BP-homology of a spectrum. Many of these BP * -modules admit the structure of BP * BP-comodules, meaning that their topological nonrealizability does not follow from earlier results like Landweber's filtration theorem. As a consequence we solve Ravenel's 1983 problem on the existence of "algebraic extensions of the sphere spectrum": algebraic extensions of the sphere spectrum do not exist, except in trivial cases.
See [24] and [23] for general properties and explicit computations of the rings L A , and [8] and [19] for V A . The ring L A is naturally a commutative graded algebra over Lazard's classifying ring L of formal group laws, i.e., the coefficient ring MU * of complex bordism, by the ring map L → L A classifying the underlying formal group law of the universal formal A-module. For the same reasons, the ring V A is naturally a commutative graded algebra over the classifying ring V of p-typical formal group laws, i.e., the coefficient ring BP * of p-primary Brown-Peterson homology. See [18] for this relationship between L and MU * and between V and BP * . Now here is a natural question:
Date: June 2015. 1 In this paper, all formal groups and formal modules are assumed to be one-dimensional.
In the p-typical local case, the method of proof is an analysis of what kinds of BP * -modules can actually occur as the BP-homology of a spectrum. The arguments use some topology, and are not purely algebraic, unlike earlier topological nonrealizability results on BP * -modules. Landweber's filtration theorem [11] , for example, gives a condition that a BP * -module must satisfy in order to be a BP * BP-comodule and hence possibly the BPhomology of a spectrum, but the BP * -module V A of Question 1.1 actually is a BP * BPcomodule, so purely algebraic (non-topological) criteria like Landweber's filtration theorem do not shed any light on Question 1.1. The local and global cases then follows from the p-typical local case, but not in a totally trivial way: the proof I give for the global case, which is the simplest proof I know, uses the fact that in every finite extension of Q there are infinitely many primes which do not split completely, which indicates that there is at least a little bit of nontrivial (although well-known) number theory involved.
The proof I give in the p-typical local case is really an answer to a more general question, which is as follows: we have the ring map BP * → V A classifying the underlying p-typical formal group law of the universal A-typical formal A-module, and via this ring map, every V A -module is also a BP * -module. So one can ask what spectra X have the property that BP * (X) is a V A -module, not just a BP * -module, where again A is the ring of integers in a finite extension K/Q p of degree > 1. The answer to this question is given in Theorem 3.9: if K/Q p is not totally ramified, then the only spectra X such that BP * (X) is a V A -module are dissonant spectra ("dissonant" in the sense of [20] ; I give a brief recap of what this means in Remark 3.6). Such spectra do indeed exist, for example, X = HF p ; see the comments at the beginning of section 3. Consequently the only V A -modules which occur as the BP-homology of a spectrum are V A -modules on which all of the Hazewinkel generators v n of BP * act nilpotently, i.e., for each element m ∈ M, there exists i ∈ N such that v i n m = 0. If K/Q p is totally ramified, then the situation is a little more forgiving: in Theorem 4.8 we find that the only spectra X such that BP * (X) is a V A -module are extensions of rational spectra by dissonant spectra.
In the case that X is a spectrum whose BP-homology admits the structure of a V Amodule, then, at least when K/Q p is totally ramified, there exists a change-of-rings isomorphism describing the E 2 -term of the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence computing π * (X) (p) 
in terms of the classifying Hopf algebroid (V A , V A T ) of formal A-modules:
This paper ends with a short appendix on the most basic ideas from local cohomology, for the reader who does not already know them. These ideas are easy, relevant, and useful, and I make use of them starting with the proof of Theorem 4.8. Remark 1.4. I want to take a moment, however, to defend the use of formal modules in homotopy theory: despite the nonexistence of Ravenel's algebraic spheres, formal modules are very useful for a homotopy theorist! There exist families of "height-shifting" spectral sequences which, generally speaking, take as input a height d formal A-module computation and output a height n formal group law computation, where A is the ring of integers in a field extension K/Q p , and [K : Q p ]·d = n. There also exist families of spectral sequences which take as input a height d formal group computation and output a height d formal Amodule computation. See [25] for this material, where both methods are used in order to compute the cohomology of the height 4 Morava stabilizer group at large primes, using the cohomology of the height 2 Morava stabilizer group as input. In fact, it is the most useful properties of formal modules-that the underlying formal group of an A-height n formal A-module has p-height n · [K : Q p ], i.e., the map of moduli stacks M f mA → M f g sends the height n stratum to the height n · [K : Q p ] stratum, allowing "height-shifting" techniques to be used in the computation of the flat cohomology of M f mA and its various substackswhich are responsible for the map MU * L → L A having the algebraic properties which result in the nonexistence results proven in the present paper. So while we do not have the certain kind of topological usefulness of formal modules (as in Question 1.1) which Ravenel wanted, we instead have other kinds of topological usefulness of formal modules.
I am grateful to E. Friedman for suggesting to me that it is possible to remove the assumption that K/Q is Galois from my original proof that "global" algebraic extensions of the sphere do not exist. I am especially grateful to D. Ravenel for teaching me a great deal about homotopy theory and formal groups over the years.
Conventions 1.5.
(1) Whenever I refer to v n or BP or E(n), I am implicitly choosing a prime number p, and referring to the p-primary v n or BP or E(n). Unless otherwise specified, v 1 , v 2 , . . . will be Hazewinkel's generators for BP * , rather than Araki's. (2) When (A, Γ) is a graded Hopf algebroid, M, N are graded Γ-comodules, and I write Ext s,t (A,Γ) (M, N), I am referring to the sth relative right-derived functor of hom gr Comod(Γ) (Σ t M, −) applied to N; here gr Comod(Γ) is the category of graded Γ-comodules, and the allowable class (in the sense of relative homological algebra, as in [6] or chapter IX of [13] ) in question is the class of extensions of graded Γ-comodules whose underlying extensions of graded A-modules are split. Appendix 1 of [21] is the standard reference for Ext in categories of comodules relative to this allowable class. (3) When R is a commutative ring, r ∈ R, and M is an R-module, I will write r −1 M for the localization of M inverting the principal ideal (r), i.e., r
2. The map BP * → V A .
Recall (from [8] or from [19] ) that M. Hazewinkel proved that, if A is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field, then the classifying ring
. . ], a polynomial algebra over A on countably infinitely many generators. Now suppose we have an extension L/K of p-adic number fields, and suppose that A, B are the rings of integers in K, L, respectively. Then there are induced maps of classifying rings
given by classifying the A-typical formal A-module law underlying the universal B-typical formal B-module law on V B . One naturally wants to know whether γ ♯ is injective, surjective, or has other recognizable properties (this is necessary in order to prove the topological nonrealizability theorems in section 3 and section 4, for example).
In this section, the two main results are: 
. . , and these are the Hazewinkel generators for V A . This material appears in 21.5.4 of [7] . It follows from Hazewinkel's construction of the universal A-typical formal A-module, using Hazewinkel's functional equation lemma, that the map V A γ −→ V B is "natural in the logarithm," that is, γ sends the coefficient of the degree n term in log F A to the coefficient of the degree n term of log F B , for all n. (It is really
can be evaluated on the coefficients in the power series log F A , not γ itself, since the logarithm coefficients involve denominators; when convenient I will write γ(ℓ 
Proof. Let π be a uniformizer for A. Since L/K is unramified, π is also a uniformizer for B. Let q be the cardinality of the residue field of A. We immediately have that v
This concludes the induction. 
Proof. These formulas follow immediately from setting γ(ℓ 
Proof. Let π A be a uniformizer for A, and let π B be a uniformizer for B. Given any v B i , we want to produce some element of V A ⊗ A B ⊗ Z Q V A ⊗ A L which maps to it. We begin with i = 1. By Proposition 2.4, we have (γ ♯ ⊗ Z Q)(
1 . Now we proceed by induction. Suppose that we have shown that there is an element in 
Suppose that x ≤ y. Let n x be the largest integer n such that v 
Order the monomials in f using the lexicographic order from Definition 2.6. Since this is a total ordering, there exists a monomial g of f which is maximal. By equation 2.0.5, γ is nonvanishing on each monomial in V A , so γ ♯ (g) 0. Choose a maximal monomial g of γ ♯ (g). Adding lesser (in the partial ordering) monomials to g cannot yield zero, so Lemma 2.7 implies that ). This is a pretty silly example, though: HF p is a dissonant spectrum (see Remark 3.6 for a brief review of dissonant spectra and their pathological properties), so one cannot use (and does not need) chromatic techniques to learn anything at all about HF p . One would like to know if there exist any non-dissonant spectra X such that BP * (X) is the underlying BP * -module of a V A -module. In this section we see that the answer is no: if X is a spectrum and BP * (X) is the underlying BP * -module of a V A -module, where A is the ring of integers of some field extension K/Q p , then either K/Q p is totally ramified or X is dissonant (this is Theorem 3.9). This tells us that BP * (X) cannot be a V A -module, for K/Q p not totally ramified, unless X has some rather pathological properties; for example, BP * (X) cannot be finitely-presented as a BP * -module (this is Corollary 3.11), and by Corollary 3.12, the BP-homology of a space which is not p-locally contractible is never a V A -module unless K/Q p is totally ramified, due to the Hopkins-Ravenel result [9] that suspension spectra are harmonic. Finally, Corollary 3.10 gives us that V A itself is not the BP-homology of any spectrum. Before we begin with new results, here are three known results we will use, Lemma 3.1 and Theorems 3.2 and 3.3: Proof. This is Lemma 8.1.4 in Ravenel's book [22] . 
Proof. See section 8.1 of [22] .
Theorem 3.3. (Ravenel's smashing conjecture; proven by Hopkins and Ravenel.) Let n be a nonnegative integer. Then every p-local spectrum is E(n)-prenilpotent. Consequently:
•
for all p-local spectra X.
Proof. See section 8.2 of [22] .
Definition 3.4. Let R be a graded ring, and let M be a graded left R-module. Let r ∈ R be a homogeneous element.
• We say that M is r-power-torsion if, for each homogeneous x ∈ M, there exists some nonnegative integer m such that r m x = 0.
• We say that r acts trivially on M if rx = 0 for all homogeneous x ∈ M.
• We say that r acts without torsion on M if for all homogeneous nonzero x ∈ M, rx 0.
• We say that r acts invertibly on M if, for each homogeneous x ∈ M, there exists some y ∈ M such that ry = x.
• Suppose s ∈ R is a homogeneous element. We say that r acts with eventual sdivision on M if, for each homogeneous x ∈ M, there exists some nonnegative integer n and some y ∈ M such that sy = r n x.
• Suppose s ∈ R is a homogeneous element, and I ⊆ R is a homogeneous ideal. We say that r acts with eventual s-division on M modulo I if, for each homogeneous x ∈ M, there exists some nonnegative integer n and some y ∈ M such that sy ≡ r n x modulo I M.
Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 and Proposition 3.7 are all easy and surely well-known, but I do not know where to find any of them in the literature:
Lemma 3.5. Let X be a spectrum, and let n be a nonnegative integer. Then the Bousfield localization L E(n) X is contractible if and only if BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion.
Proof. Suppose that BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion. Since E(n) * is a Landweber exact homology theory (see [11] ), we have isomorphisms of BP * -modules
n BP * is a Landweber-exact homology theory, we have 0
Remark 3.6. Recall (from e.g. [20] ) that a spectrum X is said to be dissonant at p (or just dissonant, if the prime p is understood from the context) if it is acyclic with respect to the wedge n∈N E(n) of all the p-local Johnson-Wilson theories, equivalently, if it is acyclic with respect to the wedge n∈N K(n) of all the p-local Morava K-theories. Dissonant spectra are "invisible" to the typical methods of chromatic localization. In some sense dissonant spectra are uncommon; for example, it was proven in [9] that all p-local suspension spectra are harmonic, that is, local with respect to the wedge of the p-local Johnson-Wilson theories, hence as far from dissonant as possible. On the other hand, there are some familiar examples of dissonant spectra, for example, the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HA of any torsion abelian group A (this example appears in [20] ).
Proposition 3.7. Let p be a prime number and let X be a spectrum. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
• X is dissonant at p.
• BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion for infinitely many n.
• BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion for all n.
Proof.
• Suppose that BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion for infinitely many n. For each nonnegative integer m, there exists some integer n such that n ≥ m and such that BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion. Hence, by Lemma 3.5, L E(n) X is contractible. Hence
So BP * (X) must be p-power-torsion. This is the initial step in an induction: suppose we have already shown that BP * (X) is v i -power-torsion for all i < n. Then Ravenel's localization conjecture/theorem (see Theorem 7.5.2 of [22] , or Theorem 3.2 in the present paper for the statement of the result) gives us that
n BP * (X) must be trivial. Hence BP * (X) must be v n -power-torsion. Now by induction, BP * (X) is v n -powertorsion for all n.
• Clearly if BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion for all n, then it is v n -power-torsion for infinitely many n. 
with x i in grading degree g(i). Suppose M is a nonzero finitely-presented graded R-module. Then there exists some n such that M is not x n -power-torsion.
Proof. Choose a presentation (3.0.6) Proof. By [9] , the suspension spectrum of any space is harmonic. By Theorem 3.9, if
The only spectra that are both dissonant and harmonic are the contractible spectra. 
A is a rational isomorphism whenever K/Q p is totally ramified, by Theorem 2.9.
So, by taking dissonant spectra and rational spectra, we can produce easy examples of spectra X such that BP * (X) is the underlying BP * (X)-module of a V A -module. These examples are not very interesting: again, one does not need chromatic localization methods to study rational spectra, and one cannot use chromatic localization methods to study dissonant spectra. So one would like to know if there exist any spectra X which are not "built from" rational and dissonant spectra, and such that BP * (X) is the underlying BP * -module of a V A -module. In this section we see that the answer is no: if X is a spectrum and BP * (X) is the underlying BP * -module of a V A -module, where A is the ring of integers of some totally ramified field extension K/Q p , then X is an extension of a rational spectrum by a dissonant spectrum (this is Theorem 4.8). This tells us that BP * (X) cannot be a V A -module, for K/Q p totally ramified, unless X has some rather pathological properties; for example, if BP * (X) is torsion-free as an abelian group, then it cannot be finitely-presented as a BP * -module or as a V A -module (this is Theorem 4.13), and by Corollary 4.9, the BP-homology of a space is not a V A -module unless that space is stably rational, i.e., its stable homotopy groups are Q-vector spaces. Finally, Corollary 4.14 gives us that V A itself is not the BP-homology of any spectrum. 
Lemma 4.5. Let R, S be a commutative graded ring, let I be a homogeneous ideal of R, let S be a commutative graded R-algebra, and let r, r ′ be homogeneous elements of R such that r acts with eventual r ′ -division on S modulo I. Then, for every graded S -module M, r acts with eventual r
′ -division on S modulo I.
Proof. Choose some nonnegative integer n and homogeneous element y ∈ S such that r ′ y ≡ r n 1 modulo IS . Then, for each homogeneous element x of M, the element yx ∈ M satisfies r ′ (yx) ≡ r n x modulo I M.
To my mind, Lemma 4.6 is a curious fact: it implies that, for example, the graded BP * -module BP * /(p, v 2 − v p+1 1 ) is not the BP-homology of any spectrum, and more generally,
) is not the BP-homology of any spectrum for any positive integers a, b. While there is a tremendous wealth of graded BP * -modules, Lemma 4.6 implies that vastly many of them are not realizable as the BP-homology of any spectrum. n BP * (X)/I n BP * (X), the Miller-Ravenel change-ofrings isomorphism (see section 6.1 of [21] , or [14] for the original reference), gives us an isomorphism of bigraded Z (p) -modules n BP * (X)/I j , so that we have the increasing filtration (4.0.10) 
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that p is a prime and n is a positive integer, and suppose that X is a p-local spectrum such that BP
is a complete, exhaustive, and separated/Hausdorff filtration on the cobar complex C We have an isomorphism of graded BP * BP-comodules
n BP * (X)/I j+1 for all t, and consequently the E 1 -term of the spectral sequence 4.0.11 is isomorphic (up to appropriate regrading) to a direct sum of countably infinitely many copies of Ext * , * (BP * ,BP * BP) (BP * , v −1 n BP * (X)/I j+1 ). Now we just need an easy downward induction: isomorphisms 4.0.8 and 4.0.13 tell us that the E 1 -term of spectral sequence 4.0.11 vanishes when j = n − 1. That was the initial step. For the inductive step, suppose we already know that n BP * (X). Using triviality of the Extgroup 4.0.14 together with another Morava-Miller-Ravenel change-of-rings (since BP * (X) is I n -nil, i.e., v i -power-torsion for all i < n), we have 0 Ext * , *
with isomorphism 4.0.15 due to E(n) * being a Landweber-exact BP * -module. The bigraded Z p -module 4.0.16 is the E 2 -term of the E(n)-Adams spectral sequence converging toX E(n) , the E(n)-nilpotent completion of X. HenceX E(n) is contractible. Consequently, by Theorem 3.3, 0 ≃X E(n) ≃ L E(n) X, as claimed. Since the E(n)-localization of X is contractible, Lemma 3.5 gives us that BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion. Applying γ, dividing by p and by π, setting γ(ℓ n+1 ) equal to ℓ A n+1 , and solving for γ(v n+1 ) yields the equation
We now break into two cases:
• If n = 1, then, by Proposition 2.4, we have:
which is zero modulo π if the ramification degree of the extension K/Q p is greater than two. Hence, if [K : 
Now let m be any power of p satisfying m > e. Since 
Hence v n+1 acts with eventual division by v n on V A modulo I n (since, again, being zero is a trivial case of being divisible by v n ).
Beginning in the proof of Theorem 4.8, we refer (when convenient) to section 6, the appendix on basic ideas from local cohomology at the end of this paper. • For all nonnegative integers n, E(n) * (X) is a Q-vector space.
• For all nonnegative integers n, L E(n) X is a rational spectrum, i.e., a wedge of suspensions of HQ.
• For all positive integers n, K(n) * (X) 0.
• X is an extension of a rational spectrum by a dissonant spectrum. That is, X sits in a homotopy fiber sequence
where LX is a rational spectrum, that is, a wedge product of suspensions of copies of the Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum HQ, and cX is a dissonant spectrum, that is, E(n) ∧ cX for all n > 0. (Here LX is the usual rationalization of X, i.e., LX ≃ X ∧ HQ.)
Proof. Let cX be as in the statement of the theorem, i.e., cX is the homotopy fiber of the rationalization map X → LX. Since BP * (LX) p −1 BP * (X) and the map induced in BPhomology by the rationalization agrees up to isomorphism with the natural localization map i : BP * (X) → p −1 BP * (X), we have a short exact sequence of graded BP * -modules
i.e., using Propositions 6.2 and 6.3, a short exact sequence of graded BP * -modules This is the initial step in an induction: if n is at least 2 and we have already shown that L E(n−1) cX is contractible and BP * (cX) is v i -power-torsion for all i ≤ n − 1, then by Lemma 4.7 and Lemma 4.5, v n+1 acts with eventual division by v n on BP * (cX) modulo I n . Then Lemma 4.6 implies that BP * (cX) is v n -power-torsion and that the Bousfield localization L E(n) cX is contractible, completing the inductive step. So cX is acyclic with respect to all Johnson-Wilson theories, hence cX is dissonant, hence X is an extension of a rational spectrum by a dissonant spectrum, as claimed.
Consequently, L E(n) cX is contractible for all n ≥ 0, and BP * (cX) is v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. Consequently cX is E(n)-acyclic, and smashing fiber sequence 4.0.19 with E(n) yields the weak equivalence E(n) ∧ X ≃ −→ E(n) ∧ LX. Since LX is a rational spectrum, it splits as a wedge of suspensions of copies of HQ, and hence E(n) ∧ LX splits as a wedge of suspensions of copies of E(n) ∧ HQ. Hence E(n) * (X) is a Q-vector space, as claimed.
Smashing the fiber sequence 4.0.19 with the E(n)-local sphere L E(n) S , and now using Theorem 3.3, and the fact that L E(n) L E(0) X ≃ L E(0) X, we get the homotopy fiber sequence
We have shown that L E(n) cX is contractible, so the localization map L E(n) X → L E(0) X is an equivalence, so L E(n) X is a rational spectrum as claimed.
Furthermore, recall that, for all positive integers n, the notation µ n X is used to denote the "nth monochromatic layer of X," i.e., µ n X sits in the homotopy fiber sequence
So µ n X is contractible for all n > 0. Recall also (from e.g. [10] ) that there exists natural isomorphisms in the stable homotopy category Proof. By [9] , suspension spectra are harmonic, hence Σ ∞ X does not admit nontrivial maps from dissonant spectra. By Theorem 4.8 Σ ∞ X is rational. Proof. Since BP * (X) is assumed to be p-torsion-free, its maximal p-power-torsion submodule Γ (p) (BP * (X)) is trivial, so from Propositions 6.2 and 6.3 we get the short exact sequence of graded V A -modules
Corollary 4.10. Let K/Q p be a finite, totally ramified extension of degree greater than one, and with ring of integers A. Let X be a spectrum such that BP * (X) is the underlying graded BP * -module of a graded V A -module, and suppose that BP * (X) is torsion-free as an abelian group, i.e., BP * (X) is p-torsion-free. Then the local cohomology module H
and the localization map BP * (X) → p −1 BP * (X) coincides with the localization map in homotopy
BP * (cX), the BPhomology of the E(0)-acyclization cX of X. Now Theorem 4.8 tells us that BP * (cX) is v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0.
Similarly, since BP * (X) is p-torsion-free, the BP-homology of X smashed with the mod p Moore spectrum is BP * (X)/pBP * (X):
Of course the mod p reduction of a graded V A -module is still a graded V A -module, so X ∧ S /p is a spectrum with the property that BP * (X ∧ S /p) is a graded V A -module, hence by Theorem 4.8 X ∧ S /p is an extension of a rational spectrum by a dissonant spectrum. However, the homotopy groups of X ∧ S /p are all p-torsion, hence rationally trivial, hence X ∧ S /p is E(0)-acyclic and does not map nontrivially to a rational spectrum; so X ∧ S /p is dissonant. Now Proposition 3.7 gives us that BP * (X ∧ S /p) is v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. Proof. This is formula 21.5.4 of [7] . 
. of the universal A-typical formal A-module satisfy the relation πℓ
A h = ℓ A h−1 (v A 1 ) q h−1 + · · · + ℓ A 1 (v A ) q h−1 + v A h , ℓ A h = i 1 +···+i r =h π −r v A i 1 (v q i 1 i 2 ) . . . (v A i r ) q i 1 +···+i r−1 ,
denote the ring map classifying the underlying A-typical formal A-module of the universal B-typical formal B-module. The least h such that γ(v
. That was the initial step in an induction. For the inductive step, let h be some positive integer, h ≤ jn, and suppose that we have already shown that γ(v Proof.
• Suppose first that BP * (X) is p-power-torsion. Then by Lemma 3.5, L E(0) X is contractible, so X is E(0)-acyclic and does not map nontrivially to a rational spectrum. So, by Theorem 4.8, X is dissonant, and BP * (X) is v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. Now Lemma 3.8 gives us that BP * (X) is not finitely presented as a BP * -module. • Now suppose that BP * (X) is p-torsion-free and finitely presented as a BP * -module.
Then BP * (X)/pBP * (X) is also finitely presented as a BP * -module, and by Corollary 4.10, it is also v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. This contradicts Lemma 3.8. Suppose instead that BP * (X) is p-torsion-free and finitely presented as a V Amodule. Then BP * (X)/pBP * (X) is also finitely presented as a V A -module, and by Corollary 4.10, it is also v n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. 
and since 
shows that BP * (X)/pBP * (X) is v A n -power-torsion for all n ≥ 0. Again Lemma 3.8 then gives us a contradiction: BP * (X) cannot be finitely presented as a V A -module. Proof. This is a proof by contrapositive: suppose that a spectrum X exists so that MU * (X) L A . Let q denote the cardinality of the residue field of A. We have an isomorphism of graded V A -modules
given by Cartier typification (see 21.7.17 of [7] for this). Now, since MU * (X) is already p-local, we have the isomorphism of graded MU * -modules
Let Y be the coproduct spectrum Y = 0≤n p k −1 Σ 2n X, so that we have isomorphisms of graded BP * -modules
in A, and the rest neither ramify nor split at all; any one of those primes will satisfy the claim made in the statement of the lemma. On the other hand, if K/Q is Galois, then the Galois group Gal(K/Q) acts transitively on the set of primes of A over p. Hence every prime of A over p has the same degree, and any prime p which neither ramifies nor splits completely in A will satisfy the claim made in the statement of the lemma. Lemma 5.3 is another easy one and which is definitely not new, but for which I do not know a reference in the literature. 
This isomorphism is natural in the choice of finitely generated A-module M.
Proof. Since M is finitely generated and A is Noetherian, we have an isomorphism 
(The switch from × to ⊕ is because coproducts commute with the tensor product of modules; and the product in question happens to be a finite product of modules, hence it is isomorphic to a finite coproduct of modules.) Proof. For any commutative ring A and any integer n > 2, Drinfeld proved in [5] that the module of indecomposables
Lemma 5.4. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal m and with finite residue field. Let g, h be the natural maps of commutative graded rings
is the A-module with one generator c a for each a ∈ A and one additional generator d, and subject to the relations
Here ν(n) is defined to be p if n is a power of a prime number p, and ν(n) = 1 if n is not a prime power. Hazewinkel then proved (this is Proposition 21.3.1 of [7] ) that, if A is a discrete valuation ring with finite residue field, then L elements a 1 , b 1 , a 2 , b 2 
Choose an element a ∈ A such that a − a n ∈ A × , and now the map , and consequently the residue a ∈Â m /mÂ m also has the property that a − a n is a unit, and in particular, a is nonzero. Since we conclude that the map L A → LÂ m is simply, up to isomorphism, m-adic completion, and it also coincides with the base-change map from A toÂ m . The maps g, h in the statement of the lemma are hence isomorphisms.
Since the map of discrete valuation rings A →Â m sends a uniformizer to a uniformizer and induces an isomorphism on residue fields, the splitting of L A as an infinite direct sum of copies of V A is compatible with the maps from L A to LÂ m and from V A to VÂ m ; see section 21.5 of [7] .
We also need to use an easy result from the paper [24] : Proof. See [24] . (But, for the sake of self-containedness: one can easily prove this proposition from first principles by simply remembering that, to specify a formal A-module n+1-bud (F(X, Y), ρ(X)), one only needs to specify finitely many coefficients in the truncated power series F(X, Y) and ρ(X).) Proof. This is a proof by contrapositive: suppose that a spectrum X exists so that MU * (X) L A , and choose a prime number p such that p neither ramifies nor completely splits in A and such that every prime of A over p is of the same degree. It is classical that the homotopy limit holim n S /p n of the mod p n Moore spectra has its homotopy groups π * (holim n S /p n ) isomorphic, as a π * (S )-module, to the p-adic completion (π * (S ))ˆp of π * (S ). Since π * (S ) is finitely generated in each grading degree, (π * (S ))ˆp π * (S ) ⊗ ZẐp , and sinceẐ p is flat as a Z-module, the ring (π * (S ))ˆp is flat as an π * (S )-module. Hence the E 2 -term Tor π * (S ) * , * (MU * (X), π * (holim n S /p n )) of the Künneth spectral sequence computing π * (MU ∧ X ∧ holim n S /p n ) collapses on to the Tor given by Cartier typification (see 21.7.17 of [7] for this). 6. Appendix on basics of local cohomology.
In this short appendix I present some of the most basic definitions and ideas of local cohomology. The reader who wants something more substantial about this subject, or to read proofs of the results cited in this appendix, can consult the textbook of Brodmann and Sharp, [3] .
First, recall that an ideal I in a commutative graded ring R is called homogeneous if there exists a generating set for I consisting of homogeneous elements.
• Then D (r) 
